
Step outside the box!

For your motorhome stopovers, stop by with France Passion!

The France Passion app: the essential 
addition to the Guide! 

For over 30 years, we have been helping to create 
friendships between you, as motorhome owners, and 
the rural world. Meet our hosts, who are committed to 
welcoming you with the France Passion 2023 Guide: 

France Passion – who is it for? 

Where are we going to sleep tonight? 

1,000
farmers winemakers artisans, welcoming 

motorhome owners, and 
farmhouse inns

800 400

Dear Friends of France Passion, 
Our entire team wishes you all the best for 2023.

We are pleased to announce the upcoming release of 
the 31st edition of the France Passion Stopover Guide.

With nearly 2,200 stopovers, your network is enriched 
with 220 new addresses patiently sought out by our 
team for your motorhome stopovers.

More than ever, your passport to independence and 
freedom will allow you to "stop by" safely, for peaceful 
nights and new, authentic experiences. 

With all the passionate farmers, breeders and 
winemakers, we wish you an excellent stay in our 
beautiful countryside of France in 2023!

The France Passion team
Alexandra, Michèle, Jeanine, Françoise, Florence, 
Nathalie, Didier and Marc

You are unanimous in telling us that the app is the 
essential addition to the Guide! 

Take advantage of its new features, including the 
very practical keyword search, which complements 
the search by town or postcode. "Cheese", "Auvergne", 
"Alsace wine" or "Domaine du…": search for any word in 
this section and go on an adventure! 

To take advantage of this, update your App without 
delay. 

To meet passionate hosts who are happy to welcome you to 
their properties, the France Passion network has been designed 
with you in mind. 

It’s the perfect way to learn a little more at every stopover about 
the way of life, produce and work in the countryside!  This year, 
enjoy exchanges and new meetings in your motorhome with 
2,200 farmers, winemakers and craftsmen, who are looking 
forward to your visit.
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 france-passion.com

 5  good reasons
  to travel with a France Passion Guide

  1     A warm and friendly welcome

  2     Unlimited free stopovers 

  3     The best local specialities,   
   straight from the producer

  4    Peace and quiet, and a secure environment

  5     A different way to explore France!



Cap Latitude Voyages and France Passion offer you 
the opportunity to discover the French terroir through 
organised motorhome trips. These cultural and festive 
escapades offer visits and gourmet activities selected 
from our network.   

From the Rhône to the Hauts de France and through 
the Pyrenees, you will travel through beautiful our 
delightful France...

Friendly and authentic stays to visit France in a 
different way with experienced guides!

www.caplatitude.com

Our small team is made up of 8 enthusiasts: alongside Jeanine, Françoise, Michèle, 
Alexandra, Didier and Marc, Florence and Nathalie joined "the family" this year. 
Other than at exhibitions, you rarely have the opportunity to meet us. You should know 
that everyone puts all their heart and energy into keeping your network alive. 

With you, we warmly thank the farmers, breeders and winemakers who make our 
stopover network possible!

Italy has just joined the European 
Invitation Formula Federation (FEFI), 
which now brings together 10 European 
networks based on the France Passion 
model in Spain, Great Britain and Ireland, 
Switzerland, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Austria and 
Norway. 

Happiness is in the countryside, all over Europe!

www.fefi.eu

during a pottery course 
on the way to Santiago de 
Compostela

by harvesting your 
vegetables in Champagne

an educational farm in 
Provence

through a bamboo 
maze in the Southwest

Your constantly changing 
welcome network... 

Culture & Terroir escapades

The FEFI is still growing!

A FRANCE PASSION EXPERIENCE 
FOR EVERY DESIRE!

Let the artist in you 
speak

Grow your secret 
garden

Cuddle lambs at

Find your way

But who is behind "the France Passion team"?

Every year, our team puts all its energy into looking for 
new stopovers. And convincing families of producers to 
welcome "strangers" into their homes is no easy task... 

Learn about the new stopovers in your 2023 guide and 
on the App, and make sure that the stopovers from 
previous years are still included:  some participants 
cease trading, and some estates change ownership. 

Let us respect their decision and their peace and quiet!

"We are starting travelling with our motorhome and, 
thanks to France Passion, we have already had two 
great encounters." Jean-Pierre B.

"In our first great experience the – sometimes remote 
– stopovers were easy to find with the very reliable 
information. Committed, smiling hosts and the 

opportunity to taste their produce." Evelyne H.

"We had a great time with our hosts during the goat 
milking. The breeder had us taste freshly-milked milk 
with honey: it was a treat. Thank you to them for 

sharing the love of their job with us."  - Florence E.

In 2023, discover 220 new 
stopovers and stay 
overnight at any of our 
10 000 sites, free of 
charge and with 
complete peace of 
mind!


